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Yaesu dr- 2x promotion

Yaesu offers its repeaters at a discount again, or upgrade with trade-in. It is available to clubs or individuals. The application must be completed and approved. dr2xprogram@yaesu.com I've used this program twice. First we replaced the aging Kenwood with dr-1, and then we exchanged it for DR-2. The application process is quite smooth. We had an
existing website, a non-profit corporation and an ISS affiliate. On the trade in Yaesu sent a new repeater before we sent back the trade in. I can try to get another one for another site to replace another aging Kenwood. I understand that they will not take modified drilling rigs back into trade. (A fair amount of DR-1 has been converted into DMR.) While I'm all
for digital modes, Yaesu wasn't surprised by the DMR conversion. The DR-2X is up to $700 on current sales. I've used this program twice. First we replaced the aging Kenwood with dr-1, and then we exchanged it for DR-2. The application process is quite smooth. We had an existing website, a non-profit corporation and an ISS affiliate. On the trade in Yaesu
sent a new repeater before we sent back the trade in. I can try to get another one for another site to replace another aging Kenwood. I understand that they will not take modified drilling rigs back into trade. (A fair amount of DR-1 has been converted into DMR.) While I'm all for digital modes, Yaesu wasn't surprised by the DMR conversion. They keep doing
this to get people to buy Fusion Radio. Barely make $ on repeaters to make a profit on the radio. But as long as clubs set them in mixed mode, people will still use their 30 year old 2AT on these new confusion repeaters. I wonder if Yaesu developed the overheating problems of these repeaters when they first came out. The solution then was to run these 50
watt repeaters at 25 watts. I hope they've looked at this issue. I've been playing with the DR-2X for a few weeks now and it should be running at 25W or less for continuous service. I don't see a problem with this and running an external amplifier for more power. If you think about the profit model, one repeater with no profit for mfr supports many radio stations
and sales of these radio stations. Maybe a dozen or 30 or more in a busy area and its nice that Yaesu discounts the relay to get more of them there. They keep doing this to get people to buy Fusion Radio. Barely make $ on repeaters to make a profit on the radio. But as long as clubs set them in mixed mode, people will still use their 30 year old 2AT on
these new confusion repeaters. I wonder if Yaesu has developed an overheating problem these when they first came out. The solution then was to run these 50 watt repeaters at 25 watts. I hope they've looked at this issue. Problem. Repeaters. Yes, well, but let's face it, when it comes to getting on digital modes, Yeasu by far has everyone else beat. Think
about the number of programs needed in order to get Yeasu radio to air digitally against competition. Add to this subjectively Yeasu also has the best signal quality. Oh, and it's not just repeaters that are cheap. C4FM radio is cheaper compared to competition on a regular basis. Yeasu also makes WiresX, but they can also do DMR, support an analogue
digital conversion, can be linked, support virtually all features in the book, including text, GPS, and photo sharing, all backed by analog radio stations at the same time. Program your call, enter the freq you want to use and you are on the air. Compare this to doing anything with any other brand of digital radio from the network. Want to do a syflex on D-STar?
How about DMR? On the fly? The new firmware that comes out supports PDN. Basically connect the radio to your computer and you're online. And, so does anyone else in the range. You can easily get on a merger for less than $200 to start. Low-cost radio and good relay system. It's too easy to get on board with him. I haven't found a good reason not to
like it, especially when I can buy a digital radio for about the same price as analog, and be on the air with it for a long time. Confusion of repeaters. Yes, well, but let's face it, when it comes to getting on digital modes, Yeasu by far has everyone else beat. Think about the number of programs needed in order to get Yeasu radio to air digitally against
competition. Add to this subjectively Yeasu also has the best signal quality. Oh, and it's not just repeaters that are cheap. C4FM radio is cheaper compared to competition on a regular basis. The Yaesu system is good, but when someone figure out how to make Rfinder Android Radio at the best price it will be a brand new ball game. To read the Rfinder
database, the operating area only requires a GMS or Wi-Fi connection. Now the CS580 can scan and recognize all the parameters in the Level II DMR system. It is a decent unit and does not require software, cable, or computer to be useful while traveling. Can they still be the interface for MMDVMs? I thought I'd read that they somehow rendered that no
longer possible. I'm not sure about MMDVM right away. Yaesu learned about the conversion to DMR people were doing on their DR-1 repeaters, so any yaesu come back as a trade-in/trade-up for DR-2X they do something to disrupt that and then sell it as a re-run I sent in my application on Friday and it literally just arrived here at the office while typing this. I
ordered the DR-1X. I'm not sure I would take the DR-2 feature. If enough people have fun and use these features, I would like to purchase DR-2. So on Friday you sent to Fusion Repeater to purchase documents and the following Tuesday you had the documents approved and the relay equipment in your hands, including the delivery time? Oh. I sent my
paperwork on Sunday via email so we'll see if I get anything at all. I'm not sure about MMDVM right away. Yaesu learned about the conversion to DMR people were doing on their DR-1 repeaters, so any that Yaesu come back as a trade-in/trade-up for dr-2X they do something to disrupt that and then sell it as re-furbished. I sent in my application on Friday
and it literally just arrived here at the office while typing this. I ordered the DR-1X. I'm not sure I would take the DR-2 feature. If enough people have fun and will use these features, I would purchase a DR-2. One of the advantages of the DR-2 is the ability to remotely control some key functions without a separate controller. We also have an Ethernet card
(additional $100) that can be used to link to relay sites. Haven't tried it yet as we just got the internet on the mountain site. I currently use the FTM-400XDR and HRI-200 as a radio node in my home. I couldn't put it on a relay without an internet connection, and it's easier to maintain here than on the mountain. The FTM-400, which is paired with a relay, allows
a remote control using 440 input data (we use 2 meters for the relay). Very convenient in case of a stuck microphone or intentional intervention, you can get control of the relay, even if the input is tested. Only paired radios can be used, so there is no danger of someone hijacking the relay. The node is open (for now) so that everyone can link with other
rooms or to us. The timeout timer is turned off if someone leaves the link open. Power limits seem to be only on the 440 side. I worked at full capacity at 2 meters for several years without problems. Got my notice today I can pick up the DR-2X at the factory. Wu Hu! So on Friday you sent to Fusion Repeater to purchase documents and the following Tuesday
you had the documents approved and the relay equipment in your hands, including the delivery time? Oh. I sent my paperwork on Sunday via email so we'll see if I get anything at all. Got my notice today I can pick up the DR-2X at the factory. Wu Hu! Yes, it was pretty quick. Unfortunately, the touchscreen has some problems with input and the relay doesn't
work RF-wise when connected to the HRI-200 and wire-x. He has problems, so now I'll see how quickly they answer and solve the issue. I am replacement compared to waiting for them to fix this broken. And once again, while I'm writing this, the sales manager responded by advising they would supply me with a new one and send the old one back after
receiving it. How dare it take them in less than 45 minutes to reply to my email! However, if Next has a problem, maybe I should order a new DR-2X instead. Back to a quick turnaround, I have a coordinated pair and registered HRI-200, but I'm not sure I made a difference in the twist on the app. Also, I'm in California, so delivery via ground service the next
day. Thraggi, do you have a coordinated pair? They haven't asked about that on this application and I think it used to be on an old application. I'm at So Cal and the caretaker of Friends Relay at Mount Lukens. My application was for my coordinated couple friends, and I included that with the forms. We don't have internet on the hill at this time, so I don't
order any accys. Yes, it was pretty quick. Unfortunately, the touchscreen has some problems with input and the relay doesn't work RF-wise when connected to the HRI-200 and wire-x. He has problems, so now I'll see how quickly they answer and solve the issue. I asked for a replacement compared to waiting for them to fix this broken. And once again, while
I'm writing this, the sales manager responded by advising they would supply me with a new one and send the old one back after receiving it. How dare it take them in less than 45 minutes to reply to my email! However, if this next one has a problem, maybe I should order a new DR-2X instead. Back to a quick turnaround, I have a coordinated pair and
registered HRI-200, but I'm not sure I made a difference in the twist on the app. Also, I'm in California, so delivery via ground service the next day. Thraggi, do you have a coordinated pair? They haven't asked about that on this application and I think it used to be on an old application. I got it. I think the existing coordination helps to speed up the approval.
Replacement arrived today. It works properly so far, both on the relay and on the X-X wires. I'll put it through his paces tomorrow by a meter. Pretty good service from Yaesu. Within a week of applying I received a unit and then a replacement. Mine in the air and burning in my house. Found a PD-526 duplexer in the garage, and it's configured normally. I just
need to make friends to talk about it now. Replacement arrived today. It works properly so far, both on the relay and on the X-X wires. I'll put it through his paces tomorrow by a meter. Pretty good service from Yaesu. Within a week of applying I received a unit and then a replacement. Mine in the air and burning in my house. Found a PD-526 duplexer in the
garage, and it's configured normally. I just need to make friends to talk about it now. I hooked up mine to America Link for some burn in. This Motorola duplexer module looks Ok. I am using a small mobile duplex from China at the moment and am looking for something better. Mobile duplexer will handle 50 w, but with Yaesu Yaesu at UHF I'm limited to 20W
output anyway. If I want to add a TX amplifier and /RX, I'll need proper cans of Bp/Br. Last edited: February 10, 2019 My duplexer at the moment is an RFS/Celwave rated min 120dB insulation, 1.3dB loss and 250W power. I can't find anything better. Its rain here today and wifee and I went out for a walk in it. She must be reading my posts. I hooked up mine
to America Link for some burn in. This Motorola duplexer module looks pretty good. I am using a small mobile duplex from China at the moment and am looking for something better. The mobile duplexer will handle 50W, but with the Yaesu relay on UHF I'm limited to 20W output anyway. If I want to add a TX amplifier and /RX, I'll need proper Cans Bp/Br.
And one more thing, I had a cover from my DR-2X and was disappointed to find a cheap looking RG-58 jumper between the radio chassis and the back panel. I'll be swapping those for RG-142 and silver-coated cri connectors. Page 2 Yes, quite right, these figures are for the Celwave version. The specifications at 526-4-2 are pretty good. What do you
actually get at isolation and loss? I read a little less insulation and a little less loss on this model. However, not all skills and equipment are the same on tuning. This is a mobile duplexer I use notes of 70dB insulation and 1.0dB loss, and it's close to that. I have to have a friend with the best equipment to dial it in. I've seen prices just under $300 to $500 and it
will handle a 100W amp. If I can eventually get it installed at a certain location/height nearby, it will cover a good chunk of central California; even at 20W from about Merced/Los Banos almost to Bakersfield. Of course, the 100W amplifier will help you make losses. Thanks for the head on this particular duplexer. I think I'll face one down the line on eBay, RH,
etc. and one more thing, I had a cover from my DR-2X and was disappointed to find a cheap looking RG-58 jumper between the radio chassis and the back. I'll be swapping those for RG-142 and silver-coated cri connectors. At such short length, how much difference will that make, or is it a case where you have parts so why not do it? I heard you though, I
use 142 jumpers from radio to duplexer. The loss of insertion is about 1.5 dB, and it is difficult to measure the exact insulation of more than 100dB. I use an HP spectrum analyzer tracking the gene to adjust it and have to insert a preamp after setting up aisle to see the cutouts down in the noise floor. I'm not sure my range of frequencies is my it was originally
done for and I could use it a little out of the coax jumper frequency range. I also have a large mobile duplexer with six 2 wide square cavities and about 70dB cutouts and still a bit of desense on the Yaesu relay at 20w. I found the article pointing out the problem people have a replacement for something like the GE Master II with Yaesu and find it doesn't work
with any duplexer was used with GE because it has a really good front end preselector. Here's a link to the article: Yaesu Fusion vs. G.E. Mastr II - Sampling causes huge differences in Desensing - Duplexer Repair I'll probably use an extra can or two on receiver inputs in Yaesu and abandon the DB or so loss insert for more selectivity. A few weeks ago I
was burning in another Fusion relay for a local club (their main repeater is on the island) and ran their relay with a 100W amplifier in my 526 duplexer, and it worked great. I had a few of these 526 duplexers and all but one had problems like frozen tuning rods or they were really noisy. Good was the wrong jumper on the exits in the T connector and it wouldn't
tune in, but I copied the length jumper from another worker, made a new jumper, and it seems fine now. If you're shopping for a 526 series duplexer make sure it works and tunes fine before you pay for it. Yes, quite right, these numbers are for the Celwave version. The specifications at 526-4-2 are pretty good. What do you actually get at isolation and loss? I
read a little less insulation and a little less loss on this model. However, not all skills and equipment are the same on tuning. This is a mobile duplexer I use notes of 70dB insulation and 1.0dB loss, and it's close to that. I have to have a friend with the best equipment to dial it in. I've seen prices just under $300 to $500 and it will handle a 100W amp. If I can
eventually get it installed at a certain location/height nearby, it will cover a good chunk of central California; even at 20W from about Merced/Los Banos almost to Bakersfield. Of course, the 100W amplifier will help you make losses. Thanks for the head on this particular duplexer. I think I'll face one down the line on eBay, RH, etc. interestingly, the Fusion DR-
1X replaced the GE Master II with VHF, and our experience was not desense, but rather an improved RX. Of course, all GE Master II are not equal. We used the same tin sides, but we needed to remove the RX amplifier, which was at the end for GE Master II. desense when I added an RX amplifier to my installation, which makes sense with that mobile
duplexer, but was worth testing and learning for me. With such a short short how much difference will that make... Loss is not a problem. Less optimal insulation between the ways the signal is received and transmitted inside the relay due to the generally poor shielding of the RG58 is a problem. Can anyone point to a conversion to DMR or even a better P-25
from these repeaters? Does this machine have a customized front receiver? If not, that's the reason you can't get the same insulation as MastrII or Mastr III, which I have about 6. They had to be heavily modified in the front end module since they came from the maritime operator service. MastrII sometimes had to have the front end cavity disassembled to
clean the cavity due to the residues of cleaning solutions causing growth in them. I read where a 2m replace RG-58 jumper can help due to a leak and the receiver bothers its transmitter 600KHz away. At UHF it may not be a problem, but its just wrong to have an RG-58 in the relay path. At such short length, how much difference will that make, or is it a case
where you have parts so why not do it? I heard you though, I use 142 jumpers from radio to duplexer. Whenever I add a preamp I always add preselective cavities to provide more insulation on the relay split than the preamp has benefited. Otherwise, pre-ingoling eats up your isolation. On UHF one can with adjustable loops can provide 15-20dB down skirts 5
MHz away, but two jars with the right length jumpers in between can give the same skirts with less loss of insertion. Interestingly, the Fusion DR-1X replaced the GE Master II with VHF, and our experience was not desense, but rather an improved RX. Of course, all GE Master II are not equal. We used the same tin sides, but we needed to remove the RX
amplifier, which was at the end for GE Master II. At UHF, I tested desense when I added an RX amplifier to my setup, which makes sense with that mobile duplexer, but was worth testing and learning for me. The FTM-400 radio inside the Yaesu Fusion relay is a very wide front end of the band. I also ran Navy Master II repeaters and sometimes had to break
their front end cavities because of the small moustache growing inside that detuned everything. The last few I did I sprayed the interior surfaces with the Deoxit R5 then wiped it clean, and seemed to fix the problem. Dr-1X type Yaesu repeaters have been converted to DMR, and I found that with a simple search. Can anyone point to a conversion to DMR or
even a better P-25 from these repeaters? Does this machine have a customized front receiver? If not, that's the reason you can't get the same insulation as MastrII or Mastr III, which I have about 6. They had to be heavily altered in the front end module, as they came Maritime Operator Services. MastrII sometimes had to have the front end cavity
disassembled to clean the cavity due to the residues of cleaning solutions causing growth in them. Loss is not Less optimal insulation between the ways the signal is received and transmitted inside the relay due to the generally poor shielding of the RG58 is a problem. I figured the design case would handle that, with the lid, of course. However, the point is
taken if he is clearly with desense issues. Although similar, I haven't handled the DR-2X directly and the cost is minimal to implement this. Whenever I add a preamp I always add preselective cavities to provide more insulation on the relay split than the preamp has benefited. Otherwise, pre-ingoling eats up your isolation. On UHF one can with adjustable
loops can provide 15-20dB down skirts 5 MHz away, but two jars with the right length jumpers in between can give the same skirts with less loss of insertion. Agreed. I did that RX amplifier testing a couple of years ago and learned that lesson. This paid off when the RX amplifier was recently offered for use by the Motorola UHF Club and I reported on the
need for an extra can. Fortunately, someone with much more experience intervened and agreed. The RX amplifier went in with a filter noting. Remember that Yaesu DR relays are essentially two FTM-400 radios in a box. The Rg58 cable that prcguy says about short jumpers from radios to bulkhead connectors on the back of the box. It is theoretically
possible that cable jumpers can cause some blurry inside the box. Remember that Yaesu DR relays are essentially two FTM-400 radios in a box. The Rg58 cable that prcguy says about short jumpers from radios to bulkhead connectors on the back of the box. It is theoretically possible that cable jumpers can cause some blurry inside the box. Will the copper
tape on these short RG58 coaxial cables work just as well or better than the replacement on the RG-142? I'm doubtful that this will be due to the properties of the RG-142, but it would seem to be a quick fix when dealing with a handful of DR-1X repeaters. Hmm... because of what is theoretically possible domestically, it would be wise to use copper tape on
RG-142, well? This replacement I got is working well, so it's time to take off the lid and check today. The quote DR-1X type Yaesu repeaters have been converted to DMR, and I found that with a simple search. True, but not an easy process, searching and reading for 4 hours. I have an idea how to do it, now the process is buying a modem board and a Pi.
Plan to do this with both Mastr III repeaters and MSF-5000 repeaters. I'm not sure the copper tape will produce the same end result. I'm also worried about the unknown coating connectors under the hood. My new RG-142 jumper will have silver connectors and will include chassis mount N connectors. Will the copper tape on these short RG58 coaxial cables
work just as well or better than replacing the I doubt it will, because of the properties of the RG-142, but it would seem to be a quick fix when with a handful of DR-1X repeaters. Hmm... because of what is theoretically possible domestically, it would be wise to use copper tape on RG-142, well? This replacement I got is working well, so it's time to take off the
lid and check today. Thank you prcguy and W9BU. I decided to move forward with the RG400 inside with silver connectors. I replace my RG142 jumpers with RG400 as well as with silver connectors. This thread pointing me in the right direction, along with some additional research, was educational. Just don't use any LMR cable. Unfortunately, there is no
hard line, only 7/8 Heliax at 1090 MHz receiver, with jumpers at both ends. Last edited: 14 February 2019 2019 yaesu dr-2x promotion
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